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Abstract. Cumulative impacts assessments on marine ecosystems have been hindered by
the difficulty of collecting environmental data and identifying drivers of community dynamics
beyond local scales. On coral reefs, an additional challenge is to disentangle the relative influ-
ence of multiple drivers that operate at different stages of coral ontogeny. We integrated coral
life history, population dynamics, and spatially explicit environmental drivers to assess the rela-
tive and cumulative impacts of multiple stressors across 2,300 km of the world’s largest coral
reef ecosystem, Australia’s Great Barrier Reef (GBR). Using literature data, we characterized
relationships between coral life history processes (reproduction, larval dispersal, recruitment,
growth, and mortality) and environmental variables. We then simulated coral demographics
and stressor impacts at the organism (coral colony) level on >3,800 individual reefs linked by
larval connectivity and exposed to temporally and spatially realistic regimes of acute (crown-
of-thorns starfish outbreaks, cyclones, and mass coral bleaching) and chronic (water-quality)
stressors. Model simulations produced a credible reconstruction of recent (2008–2020) coral
trajectories consistent with monitoring observations, while estimating the impacts of each
stressor at reef and regional scales. Overall, simulated coral populations declined by one-third
across the GBR, from an average of ~29% to ~19% hard coral cover. By 2020, <20% of the
GBR had coral cover higher than 30%, a status of reef health corroborated by scarce and
sparsely distributed monitoring data. Reef-wide annual rates of coral mortality were driven by
bleaching (48%) ahead of cyclones (41%) and starfish predation (11%). Beyond the recon-
structed status and trends, the model enabled the emergence of complex interactions that com-
pound the effects of multiple stressors while promoting a mechanistic understanding of coral
cover dynamics. Drivers of coral cover growth were identified; notably, water quality (sus-
pended sediments) was estimated to delay recovery for at least 25% of inshore reefs. Standard-
ized rates of coral loss and recovery allowed the integration of all cumulative impacts to
determine the equilibrium cover for each reef. This metric, combined with maps of impacts,
recovery potential, water-quality thresholds, and reef state metrics, facilitates strategic spatial
planning and resilience-based management across the GBR.

Key words: coral populations; crown-of-thorns starfish; cyclones; disturbances; heat stress; individual-
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing threats faced by marine ecosystems
compels us to better understand the cumulative impacts
of multiple pressures on species and habitats. Yet, pro-
gress toward assessment of multiple stressors has been
hindered by the difficulty of characterizing biological

responses across ecological scales (Crain et al. 2008,
Hodgson and Halpern 2019). Responses to a particular
stressor can be complex (e.g., indirect, nonlinear), vari-
able in space and time, and compounded with other
stressors or ecological processes (Paine et al. 1998, Dar-
ling and Côté 2008). Moreover, one stressor can affect
specific life stages or demographic processes that make
interactions with other stressors difficult to detect. Inte-
grated approaches to cumulative impact assessment are
required to better predict the ecosystem-level effects of
multiple stressors and provide enhanced guidance for
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the strategic planning and spatial prioritization of man-
agement interventions (Halpern and Fujita 2013, Hodg-
son and Halpern 2019).
The impacts of multiple stressors can be particularly

difficult to predict in biogenic habitats (e.g., coral reefs,
kelp forests) where acute and chronic pressures simulta-
neously affect the reproduction, growth, and mortality
of habitat forming species (Harborne et al. 2017, Filbee-
Dexter and Wernberg 2018). This is especially challeng-
ing on coral reefs, which are deteriorating worldwide due
to the compounded effects of natural disturbances with
accelerating anthropogenic pressures (Hoegh-Guldberg
et al. 2007, Hughes et al. 2017). Whereas extensive coral
loss can be easily attributed to acute stressors such as
tropical storms, coral bleaching, and outbreaks of coral
predators (Hughes and Connell 1999, De’ath et al.
2012), identifying the causes of hindered coral recovery
is more difficult (Graham et al. 2011, 2015, Osborne
et al. 2017, Ortiz et al. 2018). Slow regeneration of coral
populations can result from the dysfunction of a range
of early life processes, including reproduction, larval dis-
persal, settlement, and post-settlement growth and mor-
tality (Hughes and Connell 1999, Hughes et al. 2011).
The underlying causes can be multiple, such as macroal-
gal overgrowth, excess sediment and nutrient from land
run-off, and light reduction in turbid waters (Hughes
et al. 2003, Fabricius 2005, Mumby and Steneck 2008,
Jones et al. 2015, Evans et al. 2020), and attribution can
be difficult without surveying the relevant life-history
stages. Moreover, response to stressors vary among coral
species (Loya et al. 2001, Darling et al. 2013) and can
lead to complex interactions whose outcomes are diffi-
cult to predict (Ban et al. 2014, Bozec and Mumby
2015). As the focus of modern reef management is on
promoting local coral recovery in the face of less man-
ageable drivers (e.g., anthropogenic climate warming),
cumulative impacts assessments on coral reefs must inte-
grate all stressors across the coral life cycle.
Australia’s Great Barrier Reef (GBR) exemplifies the

challenge of evaluating cumulative pressures on coral
reefs, despite being widely considered one of the best
studied, monitored, and managed reef systems in the
world (GBRMPA 2019, although see Brodie and Water-
house 2012). The GBR Marine Park stretches over
2,300 km across an area of >344,000 km2, which means
that only a limited fraction of coral reefs can be moni-
tored. Over the past three decades, average coral condi-
tion across the GBR has declined in response to the
combined impacts of tropical cyclones (TC), outbreaks
of the coral-eating crown-of-thorns starfish (Acanthaster
spp.; CoTS), temperature-induced bleaching, and poor
water quality (Osborne et al. 2011, De’ath et al. 2012,
Hughes et al. 2017, Schaffelke et al. 2017). Much of the
research on cumulative impacts on the GBR has used
time series of coral cover to evaluate the rate and drivers
of coral loss (Thompson and Dolman 2010, Osborne
et al. 2011, Sweatman et al. 2011, De’ath et al. 2012,
Cheal et al. 2017). Until recently, coral loss was mostly

related to tropical storms and CoTS outbreaks (De’ath
et al. 2012), with occasional yet significant impacts of
coral bleaching (Berkelmans et al. 2004, Hughes et al.
2017). The two consecutive bleaching events in 2016 and
2017 that caused extensive coral mortality on the north-
ern two-thirds of the GBR (Hughes et al. 2017, 2018,
GBRMPA 2019), extend the relative impact and sphere
of influence across the GBR. Anthropogenic climate
warming and the reducing time interval between severe
bleaching events are now considered a major threat for
the GBR, hindering its ability to recover from other dis-
turbances and maintain key reef functions (Schaffelke
et al. 2017, GBRMPA 2019).
Compared to drivers of coral loss, pressures on coral

recovery across the GBR are less well established. While
run-off of fine sediments, nutrients, and pesticides com-
bine to affect water quality on inshore reefs (Brodie and
Waterhouse 2012, Schaffelke et al. 2017, Waterhouse
et al. 2017), their demographic impacts on corals remain
hard to quantify, likely involving interrelated factors
such as a reduction in juvenile densities, increased sus-
ceptibility to disease, macroalgal growth, and enhanced
survival of CoTS larvae (Fabricius and De’ath 2004,
Brodie et al. 2005, Fabricius et al. 2010, Thompson
et al. 2014). Analyses of monitoring data have related
reductions in the rate of coral cover growth with expo-
sure to river plumes (Ortiz et al. 2018, MacNeil et al.
2019) but the underlying mechanisms remain unclear. A
number of physiological responses to water-quality
parameters have been established experimentally (Fabri-
cius 2005) but quantifying the ecological effects of these
responses (e.g., on coral cover) is difficult.
To address the challenges of capturing the impacts of

multiple stressors across the GBR, several studies have
taken a modeling approach whereby coral loss and
recovery are integrated into statistical and/or simulation
models of coral cover change (reviewed in Bozec and
Mumby 2020, see also Vercelloni et al. 2017, Condie
et al. 2018, Lam et al. 2018, Mellin et al. 2019). In these
studies, coral population dynamics have been modeled
as temporal changes in coral cover, most likely because
this is the primary variable that is surveyed in monitor-
ing programs. Although coral cover is a common metric
of reef health, it does not resolve the demographic struc-
ture of corals, i.e., the relative composition of different
stages or sizes. This is an important caveat because
demographic changes are not necessarily reflected in
changes in coral cover (Done 1995), so that impacts on a
critical process (e.g., recruitment failure) may not be
represented explicitly. Failure to identify which mecha-
nisms (among partial or whole-colony mortality, recruit-
ment, or colony growth; Hughes and Tanner 2000) are
implicated in coral cover change limits our ability to pre-
dict coral trajectories (Edmunds and Riegl 2020). More-
over, stress-induced coral mortality is often size specific,
and which size classes are affected will have important
implications for the following rate of recovery. Accurate
hindcast and forecast predictions of coral cover require
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a mechanistic approach by which the processes of coral
gains (recruitment, colony growth) and losses (partial
and whole-colony mortality) are considered explicitly at
the colony level to account for size-specific and density-
dependent responses.
We developed a mechanistic model of coral metapo-

pulations to assess the cumulative impacts of multiple
stressors that have recently affected the GBR. The model
simulates the fate of individual coral colonies across
>3,800 individual reefs connected by larval dispersal
while capturing some effects of water quality (suspended
sediments and chlorophyll) on the early life demo-
graphics of coral and CoTS. A reconstruction of recent
(2008–2020) coral trajectories across the GBR was per-
formed from (1) the integration of mechanistic data into
empirical relationships that underlie the demography of
corals and CoTS; (2) the calibration of stress-induced
coral mortality and recovery with observations from the
GBR; (3) the simulation of coral dynamics under spa-
tially and temporally realistic regimes of larval connec-
tivity, water quality, CoTS outbreaks, cyclones, and
mass coral bleaching; and (4) the validation of these tra-
jectories with independent coral cover observations. We
then combined statistical and simulation-based
approaches to evaluate the relative contribution in space
and time of each driver to the reconstructed reef
response. Specifically, we asked (1) what are the individ-
ual and combined effects of acute stressors (cyclones,
CoTS and bleaching) in terms of proportional coral loss
across the GBR? (2) What is the relative importance of
water quality and connectivity on recovery dynamics at
both local and regional scales? (3) What are the reefs’
abilities to sustain healthy levels of coral cover consider-
ing their spatial regimes of acute and chronic distur-
bances? Finally, we calculated the equilibrial state of
coral cover of each reef, which integrates the cumulative
pressures operating on coral population growth and
stress-induced mortality. Specifically, we determined the
net outcome of exposure to disturbances, resistance to
such disturbances, and the rate of recovery. In practice,
the disturbance-driven nature of reefs means that they
will rarely maintain their “equilibrial state” but the mea-
sure is comparable among reefs and consistent with a
general definition of resilience, that is a system’s capac-
ity to maintain functional levels of structure and pro-
cesses in the face of disturbances (Gunderson and
Holling 2002, Walker et al. 2006). With this mechanistic
evaluation of cumulative impacts and reef resilience we
attempt to elucidate the main drivers of coral reef
decline and provide guidance for reef monitoring and
targeted management to help sustain a healthy GBR.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Model general description

ReefMod (Mumby et al. 2007) is an agent-based
model that simulates the settlement, growth, and

mortality of circular coral colonies and patches of algae
over a horizontal grid lattice. With a 6-month time step,
the model tracks the individual size (area in cm2) of
coral colonies and algal patches affected by demo-
graphic processes, ecological interactions, and acute dis-
turbances (e.g., storms, bleaching) characteristic of a
mid-depth (~5–10 m) reef environment. The model has
been successfully tested against in situ coral dynamics
both in the Caribbean (Mumby et al. 2007, Bozec et al.
2015) and the Pacific (Ortiz et al. 2014, Bozec and
Mumby 2019).
We developed the model further to integrate coral

metapopulation dynamics across a spatially explicit rep-
resentation of the multiple reef environments of the
GBR (ReefMod-GBR, Fig. 1A, Appendix S1). We
refined a previous parameterization of coral demo-
graphics (Ortiz et al. 2014) based on three groups of
acroporids (arborescent, plating, and corymbose) and
three non-acroporid groups, including pocilloporids, a
mix of submassive/encrusting corals and large massive
corals, using recent empirical data from the GBR
(Appendix S2: Table S1). The model was extended with
explicit mechanisms driving the early life dynamics of
corals: fecundity, larval dispersal, density-dependent set-
tlement, juvenile growth, and background (chronic)
mortality, mediated by water quality and transient coral
rubble. In addition, a cohort model of CoTS was devel-
oped to simulate the impact of starfish outbreaks on
coral populations. Processes of coral recovery and stress-
induced mortality were calibrated with regional data,
leading to a realistic modeling of the key processes driv-
ing coral populations on the GBR (Fig. 1B, C).
ReefMod-GBR is implemented using the MATLAB
programming language.

Model domain and spatial context.—For simulating coral
dynamics along ~2,300 km length of the GBR, we used
a discretization of the GBR consisting of 3,806 individ-
ual reef patches (Hock et al. 2017) across the northern,
central, and southern sections of the GBR Marine Park
(Fig. 1A). A grid lattice of 20 × 20 cells, each represent-
ing 1 m2 of the reef substratum, was assigned to every
reef patch (hereafter referred to as a reef) identified by a
convex polygon in the indicative reef (0–10 m) outline
(GBRMPA 2007). Because larval dispersal and environ-
mental forcing are not consistently available at intra-reef
scales, each grid lattice represents a mean-field approxi-
mation of the ecological dynamics occurring within the
environment of a defined reef polygon. This environ-
ment is characterized by historical events of tropical
storm and heat stress, and a reconstructed regime of
water quality during austral summer (wet season, from
November to April) and winter (dry season, May to
October). Within-reef variability of coral demographics
is implicitly included through stochastic coral recruit-
ment and mortality, but also temporally through proba-
bilistic storm and heat stress events. Uncertainty in coral
and CoTS trajectories is captured by running a
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minimum of 40 stochastic simulations. As a result, the
model is spatially explicit in three ways: (1) by simulating
individual coral colonies on a representative reefscape,
(2) by linking coral demographics to their ambient stress
regime, and (3) by connecting reefs in a directed network
that represents larval exchanges for both corals and
CoTS.

Larval production and transport.—Broadcast coral
spawning on the GBR extends from October to Decem-
ber (Babcock et al. 1986). Following Hall and Hughes
(1996), coral fecundity is a function of colony size and
expressed as the total volume of reproductive outputs
(Appendix S1) using species-specific parameters
(Appendix S2: Table S1). Colony size at sexual maturity
was fixed to 123–134 cm2 for the three acroporid groups
and 31–38 cm2 for the other groups, based on threshold
sizes above which 100% of colonies were found repro-
ductive (Hall and Hughes 1996). The number of off-
spring released by each coral group during the
reproductive season is estimated by summing the total
volume of reproductive outputs over all gravid colonies,
assuming an average egg volume of 0.1 mm3 (Acropora
hyacinthus; Hall and Hughes 1996).
The CoTS spawning period on the GBR extends from

December to February (Babcock and Mundy 1992, Bro-
die et al. 2017). CoTS fecundity expressed as number of
eggs is a function of wet mass (Kettle and Lucas 1987)
derived from the representative mean size (diameter) of

each age class of CoTS. The resulting fecundity-at-age
prediction is multiplied by the density of the correspond-
ing age class to calculate the total number of offspring
produced on a grid lattice. Starfish become sexually
mature when they are 2 yr old (Lucas 1984).
During a spawning season, the number of coral and

CoTS offspring produced on each grid lattice is multi-
plied by the area of the associated reef polygon to
upscale reproductive outputs to the expected population
sizes. Larval dispersal is then processed from the reef of
origin to destination reefs using transition probabilities
representative of broadcast coral spawners (Acropora
spp.) and CoTS larvae (Hock et al. 2017, 2019) derived
from particle tracking simulations generated by a three-
dimensional hydrodynamic model of the GBR (Herzfeld
et al. 2016). These probabilities of larval connectivity
are combined with the number of larvae produced to
estimate larval supply on every destination reef. Matrices
of larval connectivity were determined for designated
spawning times for both corals and CoTS over the 6 yr
for which the hydrodynamic models were available: wet
seasons 2010–2011, 2011–2012, 2012–2013, 2014–2015,
2015–2016, and 2016–2017.
We note that local retention predicted by the connec-

tivity matrices is extremely low for corals, as the relative
proportion of coral larvae settling on the reef of origin is
<0.01 for more than 95% of the 3,806 reefs. However,
the empirical rates of larval retention for corals and
CoTS across the GBR remain largely unknown. In a

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the reef ecosystem model applied to the Great Barrier Reef (ReefMod-GBR). (A) Each of
3,806 individual reefs is represented by a 20 × 20 m horizontal space virtually colonized by coral colonies belonging to six morpho-
logical groups. (B) Demographic processes (solid arrows) and ecological interactions (dashed arrows) affecting coral colonies indi-
vidually. (C) Modeling of crown-of-thorns starfish (CoTS) cohorts subject to size-specific survival during their life. For both corals
and CoTS, settlement occurs from a pool of larvae that results from the retention of locally produced offspring (self-supply) and
the incoming of larvae from connected reef populations (external supply).
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study of coral recruitment around a relatively isolated
reef of the central GBR, Sammarco and Andrews (1989)
observed that 70% of the coral spats collected within a
5 km radius were found within 300 m of the reef.
Assuming that ~40% of the produced larvae survive and
become competent for settlement 8–10 d after spawning
(Connolly and Baird 2010), a rate of 0.28 was considered
as a minimum retention for both corals and CoTS and
added to values predicted by dispersal simulations.

Larval supply and recruitment.—For a given reef, the
total number of incoming coral and CoTS larvae (i.e.,
from external supply and retention) is divided by the
area of the reef to estimate a pool of larvae L (larva/m2)
available for settlement. Assuming density dependence
in early (<6 month) post-settlement survivorship, we
first estimate a density potential for settlers (Dsettlers,
settlers/m2) as a Beverton-Holt (B-H) function (e.g.,
Haddon 2011) of the available larval pool (L):

Dsettlers ¼ α� L
βþ L

(1)

where α (settlers/m2) is the maximum achievable density
of settlers for a 100% free space and β (larvae/m2) is the
stock of larvae required to produce one-half the maxi-
mum settlement. For CoTS, the actual density of 6-
month-old recruits is obtained by reducing Dsettlers to a
3% survived fraction due to intense predation (Keesing
and Halford 1992, Okaji 1996). For corals, the actual
number of 6-month-old recruits for each coral group is
generated in each cell separately following a Poisson dis-
tribution with recruitment event rate λ (recruit/m2) cal-
culated as

λ ¼ Dsettlers � A (2)

where A is the proportional space covered by cropped
algal turf on a given cell, i.e., the substratum that is suit-
able for coral recruitment (Kuffner et al. 2006). This
assumes that the probability of coral recruitment is
directly proportional to available space (Connell 1997).
Corals cannot recruit on patches of ungrazable sub-
strata, which are randomly distributed across the grid
lattice at initialization (Appendix S1).
Recruitment parameters α and β were determined by

calibration against GBR observations from offshore
(mid- and outer-shelf) reefs. For corals (calibration for
CoTS is presented thereafter), we simulated coral recov-
ery on hypothetical reefs (see details in Appendix S1)
and adjusted the two parameters with the double con-
straint of reproducing the recovery dynamics observed
after extensive coral loss (Emslie et al. 2008; Fig. 2A)
while generating realistic densities of coral juveniles
(Trapon et al. 2013; Fig. 2B). Density patterns of coral
juveniles varied predictably along the recovery curve:
first, by increasing as self-supply of larvae is enhanced
by more abundant sexually mature corals; second, by

decreasing with the progressive reduction of settlement
space. Recovery dynamics will likely vary with external
supply, water quality, and changes in coral community
structure.

Early post-recruitment coral demographics.—Six-month-
old coral recruits have a fixed size of 1 cm2 and
become juveniles at the next step if allowed to grow.
Coral juveniles are defined by colony diameters below
4 cm. Their growth rate is set to 1 cm/yr radial exten-
sion (Doropoulos et al. 2015, 2016) until they reach
13 cm2 (i.e., ~4 cm diameter, 2 yr old corals if no par-
tial mortality has occurred) above which they acquire
species-specific growth rate (Appendix S2: Table S1).
With this parameterization, the maximum diameter of
3-yr-old corymbose/small branching acroporids is
10.1 cm, which falls within the range of diameters
(7.8–13.7 cm) observed for Acropora millepora at this
age (Baria et al. 2012).
Background whole-colony mortality of coral juveniles

is set to 0.2 per year as recorded for Acropora spp. at
Heron Island (Doropoulos et al. 2015). Corals above
13 cm2 have escaped the most severe post-settlement
bottlenecks (Doropoulos et al. 2016) and are subject to
group- and size-specific rates of partial and whole-
colony mortality (Appendices S1, S2: Table S1).

Effects of suspended sediments on early coral demo-
graphics.—River run-off exposes coral reefs to loads of
sediments that are transient in space and time (Schaf-
felke et al. 2012, Waterhouse et al. 2017). These dynam-
ics were captured from retrospective (2010–2018) spatial
predictions of suspended sediments using the eReefs
coupled hydrodynamic-biogeochemical model (Herzfeld
et al. 2016, Baird et al. 2017). eReefs simulates the verti-
cal mixing and horizontal transport of fine sediments
across the entire GBR, including sediments entering the
system through river catchments (Margvelashvili et al.
2018). We used the 4-km resolution model (GBR4) with
the most recent catchment forcing (model configuration
GBR4_H2p0_B3p1_Cq3b). Daily predictions of sus-
pended sediment concentrations (SSC) were obtained by
summing variables describing the transport and resus-
pension of small-sized particles: mud (mineral and car-
bonate, representative size 30 μm with a sinking rate of
17 m/d), which represent resuspending particles from
the deposited sediments, and fine sediment (FineSed;
30 μm, sinking rate 17 m/d) and dust (1 μm, sinking rate
1 m/d), which come from river catchments.
Suspended sediments influence many aspects of coral

biology (Jones et al. 2015) but are only considered here
at the early life stages of broadcast spawning corals.
Using published experimental data (Humanes et al.
2017a, b), we modeled dose–response curves between
SSC (mg/L) and the success rate of various early life pro-
cesses of corals: gamete fertilization, embryo develop-
ment and subsequent larval settlement, recruit survival,
and juvenile growth (Appendix S3: Figs. S1A–C).
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Experiments and fitting procedures are detailed in
Appendix S1.
Spawning corals release combined egg–sperm bundles

that immediately ascend to the surface where fertiliza-
tion and embryo development take place (Richmond

1997, Jones et al. 2015). To capture sediment exposure
at these early (<36 h) developmental stages, we extracted
near-surface (−0.5 m) eReefs predictions of SSC at the
assumed dates of mass coral spawning of six reproduc-
tive seasons (2011–2016). For each 4-km pixel, SSC was

FIG. 2. Calibration of ReefMod-GBR. (A) Mean coral recovery trajectories (overlaid lines) for hypothetical reefs (n = 40) after
calibration of coral recruitment parameters with observed recovery on the outer shelf of the northern (black dots) and southern
(white dots) GBR (Emslie et al. 2008). (B) Resulting density of coral juveniles along the recovery trajectories compared with obser-
vations (Trapon et al. 2013) on the mid-shelf GBR (white dots). Juveniles are defined here as corals <5 cm, excluding 6-month old
recruits (~1 cm) for comparison. (C) Calibration of storm damages on AIMS LTMP sites (white dots, observations; blue dots, simu-
lations; n = 40 stochastic runs) for the expected storm intensities (category 1, 2 and 4). Dotted lines indicate equality between pre-
and post-disturbance coral cover (i.e., no change). (D) Frequency distributions of coral cover on 63 individual reefs before and after
bleaching as measured (Hughes et al. 2018) across the GBR (blue and orange bars, respectively) and as simulated (blue and orange
dots, respectively, n = 40 stochastic runs) after calibration of long-term bleaching mortality. (E) Corresponding coral cover changes
in response to heat stress (degree heating weeks, DHW) as observed (white dots; Hughes et al. 2018) and simulated (blue dots,
n = 40 stochastic runs of the 63 reefs). A minimum 3°C-weeks was assumed for bleaching mortality to occur.
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averaged over 3 d following field-established dates of
Acropora spp. spawning (Hock et al. 2019) in the north-
ern, central, and southern GBR, then averaged among
consecutive (split) spawning events (Appendix S3: Fig.
S2). The resulting SSC values were assigned to the near-
est reef polygon and used to predict, for each spawning
season, the success of coral fertilization (Appendix S1:
Eq. S10) and embryo development (manifested as subse-
quent larval settlement, Appendix S1: Eq. S11), which
we combined to obtain an overall rate of reproduction
success (Appendix S3: Figs. S1D, S3). The resulting rate
can be multiplied by the number of coral offspring
released before dispersal to simulate sediment-driven
reductions in coral reproduction.
Daily predictions of SSC at 6 m depth from 2010 to

2018 (Appendix S3: Fig. S4) were used to predict the
survivorship of Acropora recruits (Appendix S1: Eq.
S12) and the growth potential of all juveniles (Appen-
dix S1: Eq. S13). Recruit survivorship was expanded
to a 6-month period by multiplying the daily survival
rates over each summer (Appendix S3: Figs. S1E, S5).
Juvenile growth potential was predicted from the SSC
values averaged over each season (Appendix S3: Figs.
S1F, S6, S7).

Impacts of cyclones on corals.—Cyclone-generated waves
cause coral dislodgement and fragmentation. While the
wave power needed to dislodge colonies of various
sizes and shapes has been estimated (Madin et al.
2014), a measure of wave power at the scale of individ-
ual colonies is often unavailable. Indeed, work is
underway to estimate coral loss from the duration of
local exposure to cyclone-generated sea states capable
of damaging reefs, as this can more readily be recon-
structed than wave power. In the meantime, we
approximated storm-induced colony mortality as a
function of colony size and storm intensity defined on
the Saffir-Simpson scale (1–5; Mumby et al. 2007,
Edwards et al. 2011, see Appendix S1). Briefly, the
probability of whole-colony mortality for the most
severe storm (category 5) is assumed to be a quadratic
function of colony size: small colonies avoid dislodge-
ment due to their low drag, intermediate-sized corals
have greater drag and are light enough to be dis-
lodged, whereas large colonies are heavy enough to
prevent dislodgement. A Gaussian-distributed noise
ε ~ N(μ = 0, σ = 0.1) adds variability to mortality pre-
dictions. For storm categories 1–4, these predictions
are lowered by 95%, 88%, 75%, and 43%, respectively
(Edwards et al. 2011, Appendix S1). Coral colonies
larger than 250 cm2 suffer partial mortality (i.e., frag-
mentation): the proportional area lost by a colony fol-
lows a normal distribution N(μ = 0.3, σ = 0.2) for a
category 5 storm (Mumby et al. 2007), while the afore-
mentioned adjustments are applied for other storm cat-
egory impacts. Finally, scouring by sand during a
cyclone causes 80% colony mortality in recruit and
juvenile corals (Mumby 1999).

Because the above parameterization was initially
derived for Caribbean reefs (Mumby et al. 2007, 2014,
Edwards et al. 2011, Bozec et al. 2015), cyclone-driven
mortalities were calibrated with GBR observations of
storm damages using the benthic survey database of the
Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIMS) Long-
Term Monitoring Program (LTMP). We extracted coral
cover data on reefs surveyed within one year of storm
damages and estimated for each reef the expected
cyclone intensity using the Database of Past Tropical
Cyclone Tracks of the Australian Bureau of Meteorol-
ogy (BoM; see details in Appendix S1). The magnitude
of partial- and whole-colony mortality, adjusted to each
coral group following the specific response observed in
the corresponding taxa (Appendix S2: Table S1), was
tuned until a reasonable match between the simulated
and observed coral cover changes was found for the
expected cyclone categories (Fig. 2C). While some
growth forms may exhibit different size–mortality rela-
tionships (see Madin et al. 2014), differences in the sim-
ulated mortalities among coral groups reflect those
observed in the field after storm impact.

Mass coral bleaching.—Widespread coral bleaching is
assumed to be driven by thermal stress (Berkelmans
2002, Hughes et al. 2017, 2018). We used the Degree
Heating Week (DHW, °C-weeks) as a metric of the accu-
mulated heat stress to predict bleaching-induced coral
mortality (Eakin et al. 2010, Heron et al. 2016). In an
extensive survey of shallow (2 m depth) corals across the
GBR during the 2016 marine heat wave, Hughes et al.
(2018) recorded initial coral mortality (i.e., at the peak
of the bleaching event) on reefs exposed to satellite-
derived DHW (Liu et al. 2017). A simple linear regres-
sion model (R2 = 0.49, n = 61) can be fit to the observed
per capita rate of initial mortality, MBleachInit (%), as a
function of local thermal stress (Appendix S3: Fig. S8)

MBleachInit ¼ exp 0:17þ 0:35�DHWð Þ � 1: (3)

MBleachInit was used as the incidence rate for both par-
tial and whole-colony mortality caused by bleaching,
assuming they are correlated in their response to thermal
stress. The resulting mortality incidences were further
adjusted to each coral group (Appendix S2: Table S1)
following reported species susceptibilities (Hughes et al.
2018). For a coral affected by partial mortality due to
bleaching, the extent of tissue lost (Baird and Marshall
2002) was set to 40% of the colony area for small mas-
sive/submassive (observations on Platygyra daedalea),
20% for large massive corals (Porites lobota), and a mini-
mal 5% for the three acroporid groups (A. hyacinthus
and A. millepora) extended to pocilloporids due to mor-
phological similarities.
Because Eq. 3 only captured initial mortality of the

2016 GBR heat wave, coral response over an entire
bleaching event (i.e., including post-bleaching mortality)
was determined by calibration with coral cover changes
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reported in the following 8 months (Hughes et al. 2018).
We initialized hypothetical reefs with the observed pre-
bleaching values of coral cover (Fig. 2D) and simulated
heat stress using the DHW values recorded in 2016
(Appendix S1). The overall magnitude of the resulting
bleaching mortalities (i.e., MBleachInit) was progressively
increased until the predicted coral cover changes
matched the observations (Fig. 2D, E).

Crown-of-thorns starfish outbreak dynamics.—Outbreak
dynamics of the crown-of-thorns starfish (Acanthaster
spp., CoTS) were simulated using a simple cohort model
where starfish density is structured in 6-month age clas-
ses. The model integrates nutrient-limited larval survi-
vorship and age-specific mortality, which are key for
predicting outbreak dynamics (Birkeland and Lucas
1990, Pratchett et al. 2014).
Because the survival of pelagic-feeding CoTS larvae is

strongly dependent on phytoplankton availability (Okaji
1996, Wolfe et al. 2017), high nutrients following terres-
trial run-off, especially after intense river flood events,
may have the potential to trigger population outbreaks
(Brodie et al. 2005, Fabricius et al. 2010). A daily sur-
vival rate (SURV) of CoTS larvae can be estimated from
the concentration of chlorophyll a (chl a, μg/L), a proxy
of phytoplankton abundance (Fabricius et al. 2010,
Appendix S3: Fig. S9)

SURV ¼ 1

1þ 1:07
Chl a

� �2:91
" #1=22

: (4)

We extracted subsurface (0–3 m) daily concentrations of
total chl a predicted by eReefs during eight consecutive
spawning seasons (December 2010–February 2018, Appen-
dix S3: Fig. S10). For each 4-km pixel, the average daily
survival (geometric mean) over a spawning season was
extended to 22 d (duration of the developmental period;
Fabricius et al. 2010) and assigned to the nearest reef poly-
gon (Fig. 3A, Appendix S3: Fig. S11). Nutrient-enhanced
larval survivorship on a reef was simulated by multiplying
the predicted survival to the number of offspring released
before dispersal.
After dispersal, larval supply to a given reef was con-

verted into a number of settlers (Eq. 1) with parameters
determined by calibration. The fate of newly settled CoTS
was determined by age-specific rates of mortality sourced
from the literature (Appendix S2: Table S2). To derive this
mortality function, we first estimated daily mortality rates
from the reported surviving fraction of CoTS individuals
and the period of observations. A log-log linear model
(R2 = 0.80, n = 8) was then fitted to the resulting
mortality-at-age estimates (Fig. 3B)

M ¼ 91:23� A�0:57 (5)

where M represents the monthly mortality rate (%) of
CoTS at age A (month). In simulations, mortality-at-age

was converted to a 6-month equivalent (1 − (1 − M/
100)6) and applied to the corresponding age class at
every step. The same mortality function was used for all
reefs in the absence of reliable data on predation on
CoTS. Maximum CoTS age was set to 8 yr (Pratchett et
al. 2014) with 100% of individuals older than that dying
due to senescence.
The amount of coral surface consumed by CoTS

over a 6-month period was determined from published
rates of consumption per individual size (starfish
diameter) during summer and winter (Keesing and
Lucas 1992) after representative size-at-age conversions
(Engelhardt et al. 1999). As a result, CoTS substan-
tially feed on corals from the age of 18 months+
(~150–200 mm diameter). The amount of coral surface
consumed for each coral group was determined using
empirically derived feeding preferences (De’ath and
Moran 1998). While relative feeding proportions reflect
a strong preference for the three Acropora groups
(~75% of CoTS consumption), these are further
adjusted to the proportion of each coral group cur-
rently available on a reef.
The density of coral-eating CoTS (18 months+) col-

lapses due to starvation when the cover of all acroporids
and pocilloporids drops below 5%. Although this allows
reproducing the observed rapid decline of outbreaking
CoTS when coral is depleted (Moran 1986), mass mor-
talities in high-density populations of Acanthaster can
also be triggered by disease (Zann et al. 1987, 1990,
Pratchett 1999) before significant coral damage occurs
(Pratchett 2010). To capture this density-dependent pro-
cess, an outbreaking CoTS population will collapse after
a random time period drawn from a uniform distribu-
tion of 2–5 yr, which is the duration of most observed
outbreaks (Moran 1986, Pratchett et al. 2014). A CoTS
population is considered to be outbreaking when the
density of 18 months+ starfish reaches 0.6 individuals/
400 m2 (Moran and De’ath 1992).
CoTS outbreak dynamics and associated impacts on

corals were calibrated using observations from Lizard
Island, northern GBR (Pratchett 2005, 2010). Starfish
populations were initialized with the density-at-size
recorded in October–December 1996 after appropriate
size–age conversion (Engelhardt et al. 1999). Because
the first observed starfish size class (diameter <15 cm) is
likely underestimated by visual surveys (MacNeil et al.
2016), its density was deduced from the 15–20 cm class
following mortality at the corresponding age. Recruit
(0–6 month old starfish) density was set to zero as
expected in winter. Here, CoTS populations were forced
to collapse after 2 yr as observed (Pratchett 1999, 2005).
Simulations reproduced the observed changes in CoTS
density (Fig. 3C) and size distribution (Appendix S3:
Fig. S12) after lowering the mortality of 2 yr+ (>20 cm)
starfish (Fig. 3B). Maximum settlement rate (α) was
fixed to 100 settlers/m2, which, with the above adjust-
ment of adult mortality, gives an adult population size
of ~64 adults (>25 cm) per 400 m2 reef area, similar to
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the maximum adult densities observed on the GBR
(Engelhardt et al. 1999, 2001). The steepness of the B-H
relationship (β) was set to 12,500 larva/m2. Starting with
the October–December 1996 average coral cover
(μ = 30.7%, σ = 0.2 × μ, half being acroporids; Pratch-
ett 2010), reproduction of the observed coral cover
changes (Fig. 3D) required a near-doubling (1.8×) of the
published feeding rates.

Unconsolidated coral rubble.—Coral mortality following
acute stress generates loose coral debris that cover the
reef substratum and inhibit coral recruitment (Fox et al.
2003, Biggs 2013). As a first approximation, we assume
that the percent coral cover lost after disturbance con-
verts into percent rubble cover, although collapsed coral
branches might cover a larger area than their standing
counterparts. Structural collapse occurs immediately
after cyclones but is delayed for 3 yr after bleaching
and CoTS predation (Sano et al. 1987). Coral juveniles
do not survive on unconsolidated rubble (Fox et al.
2003, Viehman et al. 2018), which amounts to reducing
their survivorship by the proportion of the reef area
covered by rubble. Loose coral rubble tends to stabilize
over time withs processes of carbonate binding and
cementation (Rasser and Riegl 2002). These dynamics
were approximated using an exponential decay function
(Appendix S3: Fig. S13) assuming that about two-
thirds of coral rubble is consolidated after 4 yr (Biggs
2013).

Macroalgae and grazing.—The modeling of grazing and
algal dynamics is detailed elsewhere (Bozec et al. 2019)
so is only briefly described here. The model simulates
algal dynamics by 1-month iterations using empirical
rates of macroalgal recruitment and growth. Each grid
cell can be occupied by four algal groups: (1) closely
cropped algal turf (<5 mm), (2) uncropped algal turf
(>5 mm), (3) encrusting fleshy macroalgae, and (4)
upright macroalgae. Cropped algal turf is the default
substratum maintained by repeated grazing onto which
corals can settle and grow. When a cell is left ungrazed
for 1 month, diminutive algal turf becomes uncropped
and the two macroalgal groups grow following a logistic
curve (Bozec et al. 2019). Considering that herbivorous
fish are largely unexploited across the GBR (Smith et al.
2007), we set herbivore grazing to the maximum value,
which results in macroalgae and turf being maintained
in a cropped state suitable for coral settlement. Realistic
spatial predictions of grazing levels are yet to be devel-
oped for the GBR and will require extensive data on the
size structure and species composition of herbivorous
fish across a range of habitats (Mumby 2006, Fox and
Bellwood 2007).

Reconstruction of recent (2008–2020) reef trajectories of
the GBR

Model simulations were run with spatially and tempo-
rally realistic regimes of water quality (SSC and chl a),

FIG. 3. (A) Percent survival rate of CoTS larvae before dispersal derived from subsurface (0–3 m) daily predictions (eReefs-
GBR4) of chl a during the spawning season (December–February) averaged over the period 2010–2018. (B) Point estimates of
CoTS mortality (monthly percent death fraction) as a function of individual age derived from manipulative experiments and cohort
surveys (Appendix S1: Table S2) with the fitted log-log linear model (ln y = 4.51−0.57 × ln x) equivalent to Eq. 5. Age was esti-
mated as the median age of the cohort during the study period. Temporal changes in (C) CoTS densities and (D) coral cover as
observed at Lizard Island (white dots; Pratchett 2005, 2010) and as simulated (colored lines, replicate trajectories; black lines, aver-
age trajectories) after calibration of mortality of 2 yr+ starfish (dotted line in B), coral consumption, and recruitment parameter β.
Temporal changes in starfish size distribution (Appendix S3: Fig. S12) were also included in the calibration.
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storms, and thermal stress to reconstruct the trajectory
of coral cover of the 3,806 reefs between 2008 and 2020
(end of winter 2007 to end of winter 2020).
Initial coral cover on each reef was generated at ran-

dom from a normal distribution N(μ, σ = 0.2 × μ) with
mean value μ derived from AIMS monitoring surveys
(Sweatman et al. 2008, Thompson et al. 2019) per-
formed on 186 reefs between 2006 and 2008 (Appendix
S1). Reefs that were not surveyed during this period were
initialized with the mean coral cover of the correspond-
ing latitudinal sector (11 sectors; Sweatman et al. 2008)
and shelf position (inshore, mid-shelf, and outer shelf).
Initial cover was generated for each coral group sepa-
rately following the average community composition of
each sector and shelf position. In the absence of reliable
empirical estimates, random covers of loose coral rubble
and ungrazable substrata were generated on each reef
from a normal distribution N(μ, σ = 0.2 × μ) with mean
value μ set arbitrarily to 10% and 30%, respectively.
The 2010–2018 regime of water quality (i.e., sus-

pended sediments and chl a) predicted by eReefs was
imposed as a recursive sequence over the 2008–2020
period. The same sequence was applied to the selection
of connectivity matrices to preserve spatial congruence
between larval dispersal and the hydrodynamic forcing
of water quality. Past exposure to cyclones was derived
from sea-state predictions of wave height (Puotinen et
al. 2016). The potential for coral-damaging sea state
(wave height >4 m) was determined using a map of wind
speed every hour within 4-km pixels over the GBR for
cyclones between 2008 and 2020. Any reef containing a
combination of wind speed and duration capable of gen-
erating 4-m waves, assuming sufficient fetch, was scored
as positive for potential coral-damaging sea state in the
respective year. Where damaging waves were predicted,
an estimate of cyclone category was deduced from the
distance to the cyclone track extracted from the BoM
historical database. To simulate past exposure to thermal
stress, we extracted from the NOAA Coral Reef Watch
(CRW) Product Suite version 3.1 (Liu et al. 2017) the
2008–2020 annual maximum DHW available at 5-km
resolution, consistent with the DHW–mortality relation-
ship of the 2016 bleaching (Eq. 3, Hughes et al. 2018).
Reefs were assigned the maximum DHW value of the
nearest 5-km pixel.
Exposure to Acanthaster outbreaks was hindcast by

combining starfish demographic simulations with
observed abundance from monitoring (n = 289 reefs
with at least one survey between 2008 and 2020) con-
ducted by the AIMS LTMP (Sweatman et al. 2008) and
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
(GBRMPA) Reef Joint Field Management Program
(GBRMPA 2019). Initial CoTS densities were predicted
by hindcast (1985–2008) simulations of the Coral Com-
munity Network (CoCoNet) model (Condie et al. 2018).
This predator–prey model simulated age-structured
CoTS populations with fast- and slow-growing coral
cover dynamics across ~3,000 reefs using a representative

regime of storms and bleaching (n = 50 stochastic runs).
Mean densities of adult CoTS (as mean counts per
hypothetical manta tow) predicted in 2008 were assigned
to the 3,806 reefs and treated as rate parameter values of
a Poisson distribution in order to initialize ReefMod
with random CoTS densities. At the following steps,
CoTS populations on reefs that were not surveyed in the
respective year were predicted by population dynamics,
whereas reefs surveyed that year were imposed the corre-
sponding observation of adult count. Assuming 0.22
CoTS per tow represents 1,500 CoTS/km2 (Moran and
De’ath 1992), input count values were transformed into
an equivalent starfish density per reef area and disaggre-
gated by age following age-specific predictions of star-
fish mortality. Density-at-age was further corrected for
imperfect detectability using empirical predictions from
MacNeil et al. (2016).
The joint simulation of the 3,806 reef dynamics was

replicated with 40 runs to capture demographic fluctua-
tions emerging from stochastic initialization, recruit-
ment, and mortality events. Regional mean values of
coral cover were weighted by the log-transformed poly-
gon area representative of each reef. Spatiotemporal pat-
terns in the composition of functional groups were
described for each region separately using correspon-
dence analyses of the cover of the six coral groups per
reef per year per run.

Model performance and functional sensitivity

To assess the ability of the model to reconstruct
observed coral trajectories, predictions of total coral
cover were compared to available time series from AIMS
monitoring surveys (transects and standardized manta
tows, Appendix S1). We selected n = 95 individual reefs
monitored at least six times between 2009 and 2020 and
compared visually the mean observed and predicted
values of total coral cover over time. We also calculated
the deviation between each predicted cover (n = 40) and
the observed mean cover value of the corresponding
time step in order to determine the distribution of pre-
diction errors over each time series. We resampled coral
cover values from the observed mean to generate a com-
parable amount of observations (i.e., 40 per monitoring
survey) and computed the associated error distribution.
The resulting distributions of prediction and observation
errors were summarized by their 90% error intervals (i.e.,
range between the 5th and 95th percentiles) and com-
pared visually for each monitored reef. Details of calcu-
lations are presented in Appendix S1.
In a similar manner to detection and attribution ana-

lyses in climate modeling studies (e.g., Bindoff et al.
2013), we ran a series of modeling experiments whereby
each stressor is removed alternatively from the hindcast
simulation to examine the resulting impact on the model
fit to observations. Four hindcast scenarios were simu-
lated (40 replicate runs each): (1) without cyclones; (2)
without thermal stress; (3) without CoTS dynamics;
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(4) without water-quality impacts on corals. For each
alternative scenario, we reassessed the distribution of
prediction errors along the reconstructed trajectories of
the monitored reefs and computed the 90% error inter-
vals per region and shelf position. By comparison to the
baseline scenario (i.e., the hindcast with all stressors
included), a shifted error interval toward positive errors
would indicate that the missing stressor has a notable
influence on the reconstructed trajectories (i.e., its exclu-
sion leads to notable over-estimations of coral cover rel-
ative to the baseline). As such, this functional sensitivity
analysis provides a first assessment of the respective
influence of the different stressors on coral demo-
graphics across the monitored reefs.

Assessment of cumulative impacts and reef resilience
during 2008–2020

To investigate temporal coral changes across the
GBR, we quantified year-on-year absolute changes (AC)
in percent coral cover for each reef

AC ¼ Cfin � Cini (6)

where Cini and Cfin are the percentage total coral cover
at the beginning and at the end of a one-year period,
respectively. Because the magnitude of coral cover
change is likely dependent on the initial value of coral
cover (Côté et al. 2005, Graham et al. 2011), we also cal-
culated for every reef and every year the relative rate of
coral cover change (RC) as follows:

RC ¼ 100� Cfin � Cinið Þ
Cini

(7)

within one time-step of ReefMod simulation (i.e.,
6 months), stress-induced coral mortality (i.e., due to
CoTS, cyclones, and bleaching) is applied after the pro-
cessing of coral recruitment, growth, and natural mor-
tality. To quantify the individual impact of each of these
stressors, their contribution to total coral cover loss was
tracked annually and expressed both as absolute (%
cover/yr) and relative cover loss (i.e., proportional to
coral cover before disturbance, % per yr). The latter met-
ric allowed calculation of standardized annual rates of
coral mortality (mr,s) on every reef r due to each stressor
s (i.e., CoTS, cyclones, and bleaching), a necessary step
for assessing the relative importance of the three acute
stressors across the entire GBR.
To assess the potential of coral recovery, the absolute

change in total coral cover over 6 months was extracted
for each reef before stress-induced coral mortality, thus
providing an estimate of total coral cover growth in the
absence of disturbances. Spatial and temporal variations
of these rates of coral community growth (g, in % cover/
6 months) were analyzed with generalized linear models
(GLM). Simulated data of the first two time steps were
excluded to reduce the influence of model initialization.

Using GLMs as tools of variance partitioning for simu-
lated data sets (White et al. 2014), we estimated the vari-
ance components of g per reef (n = 3,806) × time step
(n = 24) × run (n = 40) explained by eight environmental
variables: total coral cover before growth; cover of ungraz-
able substrata; cover of loose coral rubble; water-quality-
driven percentage success of coral reproduction, recruit
survival of acroporids, and juvenile growth; relative pro-
portion of external vs. internal (self) larval supply in the
connectivity matrices, where external supply is the sum of
the connection strengths from source reefs; and number of
connections from source reefs. The cover of coral rubble
was time averaged for each reef × run because its fluctua-
tions and associated effects on coral juveniles are unlikely
to impact coral cover over 6 months. For the same reason,
the reef-specific values of water quality and connectivity
variables were averaged over time. Residuals were modeled
with a gamma distribution with a log link function.
Because g can be negative (i.e., when natural mortality
exceeds recruitment and colony growth) with a minimal
value of –1.5% cover/6 months, it was fitted as g + 2 to
obtain a strictly positive response variable.
The GLM predictions of g for a given reef environ-

ment can be used to simulate a stepwise process of coral
cover growth using a simple recursive equation

Cr;t ¼ Cr;t�1 þ g Cr;t�1, Px;r;t�1
� �

(8)

where the incremental growth of total coral cover (g) on
reef r at step t is predicted from the previous-step value of
coral cover (Cr,t–1) and the other environmental predictors
(Px,r,t–1). To assess the influence of water quality on coral
recovery on inshore reefs, we simulated coral growth
curves from an initial 5% cover using Eq. 8 and the per-
centage success of early life coral demographics calculated
from representative steady-state (i.e., time-averaged) SSC
values. The other predictors (ungrazable substrata, coral
rubble, and connectivity drivers) were set to their median
value. Finally, to visualize the recovery potential across
the entire GBR, we mapped the standardized annual
growth rate of every reef obtained by simulating Eq. 8
over two time-steps (i.e., yearly), from a hypothetical 10%
coral cover and with the reef-specific values of water-
quality and connectivity predictors.
Assessing the cumulative impacts of multiple stressors

requires integrating both their acute and chronic effects
on coral mortality and growth. This was performed by
simulating coral cover in every reef as a dynamic balance
between cover growth g and the combined rates of
annual mortality mr,s due to CoTS, cyclones, and bleach-
ing

Cr;t ¼ Cr;t�1 þ g Cr;t�1, Px;r;t�1
� �� ��Y

s
1�mr;s
� �

: (9)

With this formulation, coral cover on a given reef has
a single stable equilibrium (i.e., independent of initial
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cover), which is fully determined by the adverse effects
of growth and stress-induced mortality. This equilibrial
state approximates the value of coral cover that would
be obtained when averaged over a long period of time,
provided that the regimes of recovery and disturbance
remain unchanged.
The equilibrial cover of each reef was determined

based on the associated forcing of water quality, larval
connectivity, cyclones, bleaching, and CoTS. Although
the 2010–2018 fluctuations of SSC can be considered as
a near-typical regime of water quality, episodic storms
and marine heat waves experienced between 2008 and
2020 may not adequately represent average exposures.
We thus gathered additional data to extend the cyclone
and bleaching regimes and calculate more reliable
annual mortalities. For cyclones, we used simulated
regimes of region-scale occurrence of storm categories
that combine GBR historical statistics (1970–2011) with
synthetic cyclone tracks (Wolff et al. 2018). For bleach-
ing, we extended the NOAA time series of annual maxi-
mum DHW back to 1998 to capture earlier (i.e., 1998,
2002) mass bleaching on the GBR (Berkelmans et al.
2004, Hughes et al. 2017). From these historical rates of
disturbances, we generated 100 stochastic scenarios of
storm and bleaching events over 20 yr for every reef and
inferred the associated mortality (relative coral cover
loss) from regression models derived from the 2008 to
2020 reconstruction (Appendix S3: Fig. S14). The pre-
dicted coral losses were averaged across all scenarios to
generate mean annual mortalities for each reef. For
CoTS, we used the mean annual mortalities of the
2008–2020 reconstruction. Eq. 9 was simulated until a

near-equilibrium cover was achieved for each reef, and
the resulting equilibrial states used as a metric quantify-
ing the ecosystem potential of reefs under their cumula-
tive stress regime of cyclones, bleaching, CoTS, and
water quality. This metric allows for a comparative
evaluation of reef resilience, which we define here as the
capacity of individual reefs to maintain functional levels
of coral cover over decadal time scales.

RESULTS

Reconstructed 2008–2020 reef trajectories

Hindcast simulations of 3,806 reefs (Fig. 4A) indi-
cated an overall decline of corals during the period
2008–2020 with a reef-wide mean coral cover that
dropped from ~29% to ~19% (annual absolute cover loss
–0.74% cover/yr over 13 yr). This is equivalent to a 33%
relative loss of the initial cover. There was considerable
variation among the three regions in the annual rate of
coral cover change (Table 1) due to geographic differ-
ences in the timing and magnitude of coral mortality
events and recovery periods. Overall, simulated coral
populations in the northern, central and southern
regions declined by –15.2%, –2.9%, and –8.6% absolute
cover, respectively. This corresponds to a relative loss of
the initial cover of 54%, 13%, and 26% in each respective
region. Cross-shelf variability in simulated reef trajecto-
ries was important (Appendix S3: Fig. S15) with the
strongest relative losses obtained for the inner-shelf (63–
73%), the northern mid-shelf (58%), and southern outer-
shelf (44%) regions (Appendix S2: Table S3).

FIG. 4. (A) Hindcast (2008–2020) reconstruction of coral cover trajectories (blue lines, individual reef trajectories averaged over
40 simulations; red line, regional average for the whole GBR (n = 3,806 reefs) and the northern (n = 1,201 reefs), central (n = 957
reefs), and southern (n = 1,648 reefs) regions. Data points indicate observations of coral coverage from AIMS monitoring (transect
and transformed manta tow estimates, Appendix S1). (B) Mean annual absolute loss of coral cover due to CoTS, storm damages
and heat stress during 2008–2020.
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The multivariate analyses of coral community compo-
sition over time and per region (Appendix S3: Fig. S16)
revealed cross-shelf differences in the contribution of
functional groups to total coral cover. Inshore reefs were
mostly dominated by the group of mixed submassive/
encrusting corals, whereas the functional composition of
outer reefs was generally dominated by acroporids. Mid-
shelf composition differed by region. Distinct patterns
of community change emerged between periods of recov-
ery and disturbance years, where composition abruptly
diverged due to repeated losses of acroporids.

Model validation and sensitivity

At the reef level, the reconstructed coral trajectories
generally matched field observations from monitoring
data (Fig. 5) including the magnitude of observed coral
declines following acute disturbances and the post-
disturbance timing of coral recovery. Among the 95
monitored reefs selected to validate model predictions
(Appendix S3: Fig. S17), 50% exhibited a mean pre-
dicted error (i.e., averaged over the time series) between
–7.8% and +4.1% coral cover (Appendix S3: Fig. S18).
Reefs of the northern GBR (cross-shelf) and on the
outer-shelf of the central GBR exhibited the most accu-
rate reconstructions. Coral cover was generally underes-
timated on mid-shelf reefs monitored in the central and
southern regions, mostly due to over-predicted exposure
to TC Hamish in 2009. Conversely, impacts of the same
cyclone tended to be underestimated on outer reefs mon-
itored in the southern GBR.
When compared to the baseline reconstruction (i.e.,

hindcast with all stressors included) of monitored reef
trajectories, the alternative scenario without cyclones
had the greatest impact on prediction errors in all
regions (Fig. 6), indicating the importance of integrating
cyclone damages for predicting coral cover across the
GBR. The next important stressor was heat stress
despite a lack of monitoring data after the 2020 marine
heat wave. Water quality was the least influential stressor
on prediction errors, even for reefs monitored inshore.

Coral loss due to bleaching, cyclones, and CoTS

There were considerable variations in the magnitude
of simulated coral loss across years and among the three
regions (Fig. 4B). Averaged over the 2008–2020 period
and across the entire GBR (Table 1), bleaching was the
most important driver of coral loss (–2.5% cover/yr
mean annual absolute cover loss) followed by cyclones
(–1.9% cover/yr), well ahead of CoTS (–0.4% cover/yr).
The three stressors resulted in a cumulative annual loss
of –4.9% cover/yr throughout the GBR, with the north-
ern and central regions being the most and least
affected, respectively.
Simulated impacts of bleaching essentially occurred

during the last 5 yr, with intense and widespread heat
stress (Fig. 7A) causing an estimated mean absolute
decline of –9.8% cover in 2016, –5.5% cover in 2017, and
–11.8% cover in 2020 throughout the entire GBR
(Table 2, Fig. 7B). The 2020 heat wave produced the
most severe impacts in terms of proportional coral loss
(40% mean loss of pre-bleaching coral cover, Table 2)
and number of impacted reefs (85% of reefs with a pro-
portional loss >20%; 2016, 39%; 2017, 45%, Fig. 7C).
The Northern GBRwas the most severely impacted sec-
tor with all three bleaching events causing significant
coral loss, especially during 2016 (mean absolute loss of
–24.6% cover). The central region was also affected by
the three heat waves, experiencing increasing levels of
coral mortality at each bleaching event. While escaping
mass bleaching in 2016, the Southern GBR was hit by
the two following heat waves, especially in 2020 (–15.9%
cover). Overall, only 10% of the GBR experienced >20%
proportional loss for all three events of mass bleaching.
Spatial discrepancies between the footprint of heat stress
and absolute cover loss (e.g., in the far north in 2017 and
2020) were likely caused by prior coral depletion, leading
to a decoupling between absolute (Fig. 7B) and propor-
tional cover loss (Fig. 7C) in these regions.
While the simulated cyclones during 2008–2020 had rel-

atively minor impacts across the Northern GBR, they
were an important driver of coral loss in the central and
southern regions (Fig. 4B, Table 1). In particular, TC
Hamish in 2009 caused considerable impacts across the
Southern GBRwith an average loss of –22.5% cover (65%
proportional cover loss), making it the most catastrophic
disturbance event at a regional level during 2008–2020
(Appendix S2: Table S4). Other notable storm events
included TC Yasi in 2011 (Central GBR), Ita in 2014
(Northern/Central GBR), Marcia in 2015 (Southern
GBR), and Debbie in 2017 (mainly Central GBR). Over-
all, 26% of the GBR experienced less than 20% propor-
tional loss for all individual storm events.
Simulated impacts of CoTS outbreaks were of similar

magnitude in the three regions in terms of annual abso-
lute cover loss (between –0.4% and –0.5% cover/yr,
Fig. 4B, Table 1). Because the magnitude of coral loss is
dependent on initial reef states, the spatial comparison
of stressor impacts requires expressing them as

TABLE 1. Mean annual rates (% cover/yr) of absolute coral
cover change (AC), growth, and mortality from disturbances
(crown-of-thorns starfish [CoTS], cyclones, and bleaching)
for 2008–2020.

Parameter GBR North Central South

Net annual cover change –0.7 –1.2 –0.2 –0.7
Annual cover loss
Due to CoTS –0.4 –0.4 –0.4 –0.5
Due to cyclones –1.9 –0.6 –2.3 –2.9
Due to bleaching –2.5 –4.0 –1.7 –1.6
Total –4.9 –5.0 –4.5 –5.0

Annual growth +4.1 +3.8 +4.2 +4.3

Notes: Growth represents the net outcome between coral
cover growth (due to recruitment and colony extension) and nat-
ural mortality in the virtual absence of disturbances (formally,
before disturbances occur). GBR, Great Barrier Reef.
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proportional losses relative to the pre-disturbance coral
cover (Figs. 8A–C). Across the GBR, CoTS, cyclones,
and bleaching caused, respectively, a mean 1.8%, 7.1%,
and 8.5% proportional reduction of total coral cover

each year (Fig. 8D). Annual proportional cover loss
revealed regional differences with greater CoTS impacts
in the Central GBR (2.4%/yr) than in the northern
(1.7%/yr) and southern (1.7%/yr) regions. At a reef scale,

FIG. 5. Validation of the reconstructed trajectories of coral cover at the reef level (gray lines, individual trajectories; n = 40 sim-
ulations; red line, average trajectory) with field observations from AIMS monitoring programs (filled circles, point-intercept tran-
sects; open circles, standardized manta tows, Appendix S1). The dashed blue line indicates model initialization (winter 2007),
whereby initial coral cover was determined as the mean cover of surveys performed between 2006 and 2008. Reefs selected for vali-
dation (n = 22) gathered at least six surveys during 2009–2020 (see Appendix S3: Fig. S17 for a broader selection of surveyed reefs).
Panel O shows axis labels and values for inset panels A–V.
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relative impacts of CoTS outbreaks were extremely pat-
chy with severe coral mortality (>15% per yr) occurring
globally in the Cairns–Cooktown area (15° S–18° S) and
at the southern end of the GBR (Figs. 8A, D). The dis-
tribution of storm impacts (Figs. 8B, D) revealed a
region of intense coral cover mortality (>15% per yr)
between 19° S and 21° S due to recurrent storm events
(five to six storms between 2008 and 2020) with some
particularly severe (TC Hamish in 2009 and Marcia in
2015). Bleaching-induced mortality increased from
south to north and was generally stronger (>15% per yr)
on the outer reefs (Figs. 8C, D).

Coral recovery potential

Subtracting total annual cover loss from net annual
cover change (Table 1) allowed calculating an average
rate of coral cover growth for each region: ranging from
+3.8% to +4.3% cover/yr. Simulated coral community
growth (g) over 6 months, extracted reef by reef before
the processing of acute disturbances, was analyzed with
GLMs fitted separately with every environmental pre-
dictor to assess their relative contribution on coral
recovery (Appendix S2: Table S5). Total coral cover
was, by far, the most important predictor of subsequent
cover growth (25.0% deviance explained when fitted

alone), evidenced by a quadratic influence on g (Fig. 9
A). Other influential factors were the cover of ungraz-
able substrata (3.2% deviance explained), with a nega-
tive effect on coral cover growth intensifying as total
coral cover increases (Appendix S3: Fig. S19A), and
the three water-quality-driven demographic potentials
(0.5–0.7%), which enhance coral cover growth as they
achieve their full potential under low SSC (Appendix
S3: Fig. S19B-C). The relative influence of the water-
quality drivers on coral recovery increased when the
GLMs were fitted on inshore reefs only (2.1%–3.8%, vs.
5.7% and 4.2% for coral cover and ungrazable cover,
respectively), with the percentage success of coral (i.e.,
Acropora) recruitment being the prominent factor. Rub-
ble cover and the two connectivity variables (proportion
of external supply and number of external links) were
the least influential factors on coral recovery. In total,
the eight environmental drivers accounted together for
35.6% of the deviance explained by a global GLM
fitted on all reefs.
Simulating coral cover growth curves from a recursive

equation (Eq. 8) where growth is predicted by the global
GLM revealed the impact of SSC on recovery dynamics
on inshore reefs (Fig. 9B). From an initial 5% coral
cover, growth predictions led to ~50% coral cover after
~10 yr under steady-state (year-averaged) SSC < 0.3

FIG. 6. Functional sensitivity analysis on the reconstructed coral trajectories of 95 reefs surveyed by AIMS monitoring pro-
grams. For each region, the 90% error intervals of observations and model predictions (Appendix S1) are represented to visualize
the quality of model fits across multiple scenarios whereby each stressor is removed alternatively from the hindcast simulation.
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mg/L, a concentration that corresponds to the 10th per-
centile of inshore reefs (n = 1,374). Under steady-state
SSC > 4.5 mg/L (75th percentile), the same level of
coral cover (i.e., 50% cover) would be achieved after a

minimum of 15 yr, equivalent to a 50% increase in recov-
ery time. Recovery to 50% coral cover was delayed by
~9 months for every 1 mg/L increment of steady-state
SSC (inset, Fig. 9B).

FIG. 7. Marine heat wave (2016, 2017, and 2020) associated predictions of reef-level (A) heat stress (seasonal maximum DHW),
(B) absolute loss of total coral cover and (C) proportional loss (i.e., relative to pre-bleaching total coral cover) averaged over n = 40
simulations.
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Cumulative impacts and reef resilience

The mapping of the standardized growth rate of total
coral cover predicted by the GLM from 10% coral cover
and reef-specific values of the environmental drivers
revealed the geographic footprint of water quality
(Fig. 10A). On average, the recovery potential was 14%
lower inshore than offshore. On offshore reefs, the slow-
est growth rates were obtained in the Cairns–Cooktown
region (14° S–18° S).
The combined rates of annual mortalities due to

CoTS, cyclones, and bleaching (Fig. 10B), calculated
using longer-term exposures to storms (1970–2011) and
heat stress (1998–2020), revealed two regions of high
coral mortality (up to 25% per yr): on the mid-shelf reefs
of the Cairns–Cooktown region (14° S–18° S) and on
the southern inshore (near Gladstone) and offshore
reefs. Reefs with minimal total mortality were mostly
found offshore between 20° S and 22° S.

The cumulative impacts of all stressors were reflected
in the computed equilibrial covers (Fig. 10C), which
approximate the average value of total coral cover under
local regimes of water quality, CoTS, cyclones, and
bleaching (Eq. 9). Equilibrial covers were obtained by
simulating reefs individually over 100 yr to ensure they all
achieved their deterministic equilibrium (Appendix S3:
Fig. S20). The median equilibrium state was 45% coral
cover on inshore reefs and 61% offshore (i.e., mid- and
outer-shelf combined), reflecting the impact of water
quality in the modeled coral dynamics.

DISCUSSION

Coral populations on the GBR are distributed over a
vast network of disparate reef environments, making it
extremely difficult to assess the relative contribution of
multiple stressors in time and space. We developed a
simulation model of coral demographics to quantify the
cumulative effects of multiple disturbances and explain
how they drive coral cover at local and regional scales.
The model integrates existing knowledge on the core
underlying mechanisms of coral population dynamics
with state-of-the-art spatial data capturing fine-scale
environmental forcing across >3,800 reefs. Our simula-
tion of coral colony-scale processes under a temporally
and spatially realistic stress regime provided a credible
reconstruction of recent (2008–2020) trajectories of coral
cover. Overall, the model indicated a general decline of
coral cover over the past 13 yr, with mass coral bleach-
ing and cyclones dominating the simulated share of total
acute stress on the GBR. The model disentangled the

TABLE 2. Impacts of the three marine heat waves (2016, 2017,
and 2020) as absolute (percent cover) and proportional (in
parenthesis) coral cover loss (i.e., relative to pre-bleaching
total coral cover) averaged by region.

Year of
mass
bleaching GBR North Central South

2016 −9.8 (26%) −24.6 (63%) −3.5 (12%) −0.1 (0%)
2017 −5.5 (24%) −6.2 (37%) −8.1 (29%) −3.1 (8%)
2020 −11.8 (40%) −9.6 (46%) −8.7 (33%) −15.9 (39%)

Note: Bleaching impacts result from reef-level predictions of
heat stress (degree heating week [DHW]) and simulated coral
community composition.

FIG. 8. The 2008–2020 mean annual proportional loss of coral cover across the GBR caused by (A) CoTS consumption, (B)
cyclone damages, and (C) heat stress. (D) Mean annual relative cover loss per shelf position across the GBR.
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individual impacts of acute stressors as proportional
cover losses and quantified rates of coral recovery across
the entire reefscape. Spatial patterns of standardized
coral cover growth highlighted the influence of sus-
pended sediments in creating cross-shelf disparities in
the potential of coral recovery. The cumulative impacts
of all stressors on simulated coral cover loss and recov-
ery were captured within a single metric (equilibrium
states) quantifying how much coral cover can be sus-
tained on a reef given its forcing regime. Overall, our

study highlights the value of mechanistic simulations for
cumulative impacts assessments and management on
coral reefs.

GBR hindcast (2008–2020)

The reconstructed coral trajectories indicated a gen-
eral decline of coral cover from ~29% to ~19%, equiva-
lent to a loss of one-third of corals in 13 yr. The
corresponding annual rate of absolute cover loss

FIG. 9. (A) Quadratic influence of initial total coral cover on subsequent coral cover growth rate (g) on all reefs during 2009–
2020 (n = 3,653,760 model realizations). Color codes to the predicted concentration of suspended sediment (SSC) averaged across
all available years. (B) GLM-based coral recovery curves for hypothetical inshore reef environments exposed to year-round SSC
(mg/L), obtained by the recursive prediction of g (Eq. 8) from an initial coral cover of 5%. The three water-quality drivers were cal-
culated for representative SSC values of inshore reefs (10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th, and 95th percentiles [pctile] out of 1,374 reefs)
with the other predictors set to their median value (GBR-wide across all years): ungrazable, 30%; rubble, 11%; connectnum, 8.5;
connectprop, 0.06. The inset displays recovery times to 50% cover under each SSC.

FIG. 10. (A) Annual growth rate of total coral cover based on GLM predictions from a standard 10% coral cover on all reefs
with the reef-specific values of early life coral demographics (water-quality driven) and larval connectivity. (B) Long-term average
mortality (mean annual proportional loss of total coral cover) due to CoTS, cyclones, and heat stress combined. (C) Equilibrial
cover determined from long-term simulation of growth and average mortality.
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simulated during 2008–2020 (–0.74% cover/yr) is greater
than observed during 1985–2012 (–0.53% cover/yr) on
214 reefs (De’ath et al. 2012). Yet, the 1985–2012 assess-
ment was based on manta-tow estimates of coral cover
(De’ath et al. 2012) whereas our simulations are repre-
sentative of transect-equivalent coral cover values, which
are ~7% cover higher on average (Appendix S1). A more
recent reconstruction produced a rate of annual cover
loss of –1.92% cover/yr between 2009 and 2016 (Mellin
et al. 2019) based on spatially explicit simulations of
coral cover changes derived from transect-equivalent
cover estimates. This rate of annual cover loss is consid-
erably higher than the one estimated by our mechanistic
simulations, yet it did not include the 2017 and 2020
bleaching events. However, inter-study comparisons are
difficult as rates of absolute coral cover loss are depen-
dent on pre-disturbance levels of coral cover, and differ-
ent start and end points will capture a different sequence
of disturbance events and recovery periods. Our recon-
struction of coral trajectories also provides rates of coral
loss that are independent of the fluctuating baseline
cover, facilitating cross-study comparisons of the recent
spatiotemporal coral dynamics on the GBR and provid-
ing a means to make future projections.
Our simulations also provide an assessment of coral

reef health after the 2020 mass bleaching (Fig. 11A,

Appendix S2: Table S6). We found that 22% of reefs are
in a critical state (<10% coral cover), 42% are in a poor
state (10–20% coral cover), and only 19% are currently
healthy (>30% coral cover). Recent manta-tow surveys
across the mid- and outer-shelf Central GBR (AIMS
2020) indicate that, by June 2020, 42% of 33 monitored
reefs were in a critical state, whereas only 12% would be
considered healthy using the above benchmarks. Our
predictions for the central region (excluding inshore
reefs) yield a comparable figure based on 550 simulated
reefs after conversion to manta-tow equivalent coral
cover: 39% reefs in a critical state vs. 9% healthy.
Overall, the reconstructed trajectories exhibited a good

agreement with the observed time-series of coral cover,
recognizing that local discrepancies between reef-scale
predictions and observations will inevitably arise. Some of
these would constitute genuine errors in the model where
a process is represented inappropriately, such as overlook-
ing the contribution of key coral taxa to reefs’ resistance
and resilience, yet many will also reflect the substantive
difficulty of capturing field forcing conditions in spatial
layers. For example, while a cyclone track can be repre-
sented reasonably well, the dissipation of cyclone-induced
wave energy around reef structures and islands is difficult
to model accurately (Callaghan et al. 2020, Puotinen
et al. 2020) and may fail to represent the conditions

FIG. 11. (A) Present-day (2020) model predictions of total coral cover. Inset: GBR-wide distribution of reef health status: criti-
cal (<10% coral cover), low (10–20%), moderate (20–30%), high (>30%). (B) Coral performance in 2020 as the difference between
total coral cover and simulated equilibrial coral cover. A positive performance value indicates that present-day coral cover on a reef
is greater than expected under its regime of disturbance and recovery; a decline is expected in a near future. Inversely, under-
performing reefs (i.e., negative performance values) are expected to recover closer or beyond their equilibrium.
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experienced by the reef from which coral cover measure-
ments were taken. Moreover, storm damage is very patchy
(Fabricius et al. 2008, Beeden et al. 2015), generating
variable reef responses (Fig. 2C). Hence, the most fre-
quent model errors were due to inaccuracies in the pre-
dicted occurrence (false positives and negatives) or
intensity of storm damages rather than an inappropriate
demographic parameterization.
Inaccurate spatial predictions can also arise from the

necessary simplification of complex coral assemblages.
With coral demographic rates being representative of
species typically found on offshore reef habitats, the
model may misrepresent coral cover on some inshore
reefs (DeVantier et al. 2006, Browne et al. 2012). In
addition, characteristics of larval dispersal were modeled
based on acroporid life history, but other broadcast
spawner species have different traits (gamete buoyancy,
larval survivorship, and competency period) that would
affect their exposure to SSC and dispersal potential.
Incorporating turbidity-tolerant coral species, as well as
a broader range of dispersal characteristics including
aspects of the reproduction and dispersal of brooding
species, would improve model realism on inshore reef
habitats. Finally, efficient herbivore control of macroal-
gae was assumed despite evidence of abundant macroal-
gae on some inshore reefs (De’ath and Fabricius 2010,
Thompson et al. 2019, Ceccarelli et al. 2020). How
much this simplification affects coral cover predictions
will depend on whether seaweed dominance on those
reefs is persistent or transitory (Diaz-Pulido et al. 2009,
Cheal et al. 2010). In future, with the integration of fur-
ther processes affecting reefs locally (e.g., macroalgal
production driven by nutrient concentration predicted
by eReefs, habitat-specific levels of grazing), we expect
the predictive capacity of ReefMod-GBRwill improve.

Drivers of coral loss

Measured in terms of absolute coral loss, bleaching
was the most important stressor GBR-wide during 2008–
2020 (–2.5% cover/yr), accounting for 49% of the stress-
induced coral loss, ahead of cyclones (–1.9% cover/yr,
40%) and CoTS outbreaks (–0.4% cover/yr, 11%).
Manta-tow surveys (De’ath et al. 2012) for 1985–2012
found bleaching and CoTS accounted for, respectively,
10% and 42% of disturbance-driven coral mortality (see
also Osborne et al. 2011 for similar figures using AIMS
transect surveys between 1995 and 2009). The relative
contribution of cyclones during 2008–2020 was similar to
1985–2012 (40% vs. 48%, respectively). The importance
of cyclone impacts during both periods was partly driven
by the considerable span of damage produced by TC
Hamish (2009) in the Southern GBR, a severe cyclone
with an unusual (coast-parallel) track. The sensitivity
analysis performed on the reconstructed coral trajecto-
ries of monitored reefs revealed that cyclones had a
greater influence than bleaching on the quality of model
fits. Yet, inaccuracies in the prediction of cyclone

exposure generated important departures to the observed
coral cover, and reefs affected by bleaching may have
been under-represented in available monitoring data,
especially in the northern region and after the 2020
marine heat wave. With three extreme heat waves over
2008–2020 vs. only two over 1985–2012, it is no surprise
that bleaching accounted for a greater share of stress-
induced coral mortality in our study. We note, however,
that our simulation of mass bleaching relies on mortal-
ities observed at ~2 m depth (Hughes et al. 2018), so rep-
resent the upper tail of the potential stress at ~5–10 m
depths. Indeed, the incidence of bleaching can decrease
substantially with depth due to the attenuation of light
stress (Baird et al. 2018a).
In the last 5 yr, our simulations indicate that mass

coral bleaching has caused successively a proportional
loss of 44% (2016–2017 combined) and 40% (2020) of
the pre-bleaching coral cover across the entire GBR.
The fact that only 10% of the GBR escaped significant
bleaching-induced mortality (<20% proportional loss)
raises important concerns about the ability of the GBR
to cope with more frequent and intense heat stress under
a warming climate (e.g., Wolff et al. 2018). Our simula-
tions indicated that the southern region had regained
most of its pre-2009 (TC Hamish) coral cover by the
onset of the 2020 mass bleaching, despite significant loss
caused by TC Marcia in 2015. In the northern region,
the marine heat wave in 2020 erased three years of recov-
ery (+8.4% cover) that followed the successive impacts
of the 2016–2017 bleaching events. With a 59% propor-
tional reduction of coral cover from 2008 to 2020, north-
ern reefs are the main losers of the past decade. Clearly,
anthropogenic bleaching has now become a key driver of
coral mortality across the GBR, threatening its ability to
recover from other stressors.
Simulated impacts of CoTS outbreaks were relatively

minor during 2008–2020 compared to previous assess-
ments (–1.4% cover/yr; De’ath et al. 2012), although this
period has coincided with the onset (in 2010) of the
fourth cycle of CoTS outbreak since the 1960s (Pratchett
et al. 2014). Given that CoTS density has been surveyed
for only 2% of the GBR, we relied on the random initial-
ization of CoTS populations derived from the spatial
predictions of the CoCoNet model (Condie et al. 2018)
with the subsequent dynamics driven by larval dispersal
and coral abundance. The importance of nutrient-
enhanced larval survival in the initiation of CoTS out-
breaks is still debated (Pratchett et al. 2014, 2017, Wolfe
et al. 2017), and it is noteworthy that the predicted sur-
vival of CoTS larvae during eight spawning seasons
(2010–2018) was very low in the Cairns–Cooktown area
(Fig. 3A, Appendix S3: Fig. S11), a region where all
four CoTS outbreaks appear to have initiated (Brodie
et al. 2005, Pratchett et al. 2014). Comparisons between
eReefs predictions and in situ measurements have
revealed a tendency of the model to locally underesti-
mate nutrient and chlorophyll concentrations (Robson
et al. 2020). On the other hand, CoTS likely started their
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gradual build-up several years before the first detection
of outbreaking densities in 2010. Unfortunately, avail-
able eReefs predictions do not capture the large river
floods that occurred in this region during the 2008 and
2009 spawning seasons (Fabricius et al. 2010).
High chlorophyll concentrations were prevalent in the

southern section of the GBR (Swains and Capricorn/
Bunker sectors), both on inner and outer reefs (Appen-
dix S3: Fig. S10). Inshore, this is likely due to runoff
events with a culmination during the 2010–2011 wet sea-
son (Appendix S3: Fig. S11), and this has facilitated the
propagation of CoTS populations created at initializa-
tion, although there is currently no evidence of CoTS
outbreaks on southern inner reefs (Thompson et al.
2019). On southern offshore reefs, high chl a is likely the
result of recurrent intrusions of nutrient-rich waters by
upwelling on the shelf break (e.g., Andrews and Furnas
1986, Berkelmans et al. 2010), and it has been hypothe-
sized that primary outbreaks could emerge there with no
relation to river-flood events (Moran et al. 1988, John-
son 1992, Miller et al. 2015). Although the causes of pri-
mary outbreaks on the GBR are yet to be resolved
(Pratchett et al. 2014, 2017), the present model can be
used to explore the timing and mechanisms of the propa-
gation of secondary outbreaks facilitated by nutrient
availability (Brodie et al. 2017).

Drivers of coral recovery

The population growth rates that emerged from
colony-scale simulations revealed which environmental
factors contributed most to the expansion of coral cover.
First and foremost is the influence of initial coral cover,
which determines the subsequent rate of increase in
coral cover, corroborating empirical observations (Gra-
ham et al. 2011, Ortiz et al. 2018). With a fixed rate of
radial extension, the areal growth increment is greater
for larger colonies than for smaller ones, so that, at least
at the initial stage of coral colonization, the rate of cover
growth becomes gradually faster as corals get bigger. As
large and sexually mature colonies become more preva-
lent, self-recruitment intensifies because more offspring
are produced, so that population size increases and
amplifies the rate of cover growth. Subsequently, coral
colonization reduces the space available for recruitment
(Fig. 2B) and colony extension, thereby slowing down
the rate of increase in coral cover until the colonization
space is saturated (Fig. 9A). As a result, the influence of
initial coral cover on subsequent growth is nonlinear
and creates a sigmoid recovery curve (Fig. 2A) that is
typically observed in Acropora-dominated communities
(Halford et al. 2004, Emslie et al. 2008). We captured
these dynamics at the community scale, first through the
statistical modeling of the stepwise changes of total coral
cover, then using the resulting model (GLM) to predict
cover growth increments and reconstruct coral recovery
curves. This enabled the integration of influential drivers
of coral growth such as suspended sediments (Fig. 9B)

and allowed the systematic exploration of the potential
of coral recovery across the entire reefscape (Fig. 10A).
This growth model offers an alternative to heuristic
inferences of recovery dynamics based on statistical
model fits that depend on data availability (Thompson
and Dolman 2010, Osborne et al. 2011, 2017, Wolff
et al. 2018, Mellin et al. 2019).
Once standardized with the GLM, spatial variations

in the simulated coral growth revealed the negative
impacts of suspended sediments on the recovery poten-
tial of inshore reefs. This is consistent with recent empir-
ical analyses (Ortiz et al. 2018, MacNeil et al. 2019) that
found reductions in coral cover growth rates with the
extent of river flood plumes assessed by satellite imagery.
We note, however, that high SSC values can also result
from wind-driven resuspension of fine sediments as
observed during the dry season (Appendix S3: Fig S4B).
Our assessment of water-quality impacts is based on pre-
dictions of transport, sinking, and resuspension of fine
(30 μm) sediments from hydrodynamic modeling. This
enables SSC exposure to be integrated over time periods
(days to months) that are relevant to the sensitive stages
of coral ontogeny (Humanes et al. 2017a, b), allowing
physiological impacts to be scaled up to the ecosystem
level. Retaining 10 yr as a standard recovery time under
good water-quality conditions (mean annual SSC < 0.3
mg/L, corresponding to 10% of inshore reefs), our sim-
ulations indicate that an increment of 1 mg/L of steady-
state SSC retards coral recovery by 9 months (Fig. 9B).
While these predictions can help setting water-quality
targets for management, they are likely biased toward a
specific response of acroporids and remain to be tested
in situ. However, detecting these impacts on coral cover
is challenging; it would require extended time series as
the deleterious effects of SSC might only become appar-
ent after a long period of uninterrupted recovery. Hence,
the sensitivity analysis revealed that integration of SSC
impacts had a negligible influence on the quality of
model fits to monitored coral trajectories, most likely
because prediction errors are more sensitive to acute
coral loss than differences in coral recovery rates.
Although being representative of steady-state SSC expo-
sures (annual averages at 4 km resolution), our simu-
lated recovery rates are standardized to a given coral
cover and can be used to compare the recovery potential
(Fig. 10A) and resilience (Fig. 10C) among reefs.
Although larval connectivity is widely regarded as an

important driver of coral recovery, a quantitative link
between larval supply and coral cover dynamics is yet to
be established. Here, variability in external larval supply
had little influence on the reconstructed coral cover
growth. With the current parameterization of larval reten-
tion (i.e., a minimum 28% of larvae produced by a reef is
retained), the contribution of external supply to total set-
tlement is globally low: based on the transition probabili-
ties (i.e., without accounting for the actual number of
larvae produced), external supply represented 6% of lar-
val supply for 50% of all reefs (mean: 15% out of 3,806
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reefs). Because coral settlement was modeled as a saturat-
ing function of larval supply, self-supply was generally
sufficient for the making of settlement. This does not
imply that external larval supply is not demographically
important: after severe coral mortality, the relative influ-
ence of self-recruitment would likely decrease, making
external supply a key process for local recovery. More-
over, considerable uncertainty exists in the set value of lar-
val retention, with likely variations from reef to reef
(Black 1993). We note, however, that the prediction of
coral recovery matched observational data under the cur-
rent model parameterization of which self-retention was
the dominant component of coral recruitment. Further-
more, high self-retention of coral larvae is suggested by
current experimental evidence (Sammarco and Andrews
1989). Future work should model larval dispersal at a
finer spatial resolution (i.e., <1 km) for a better evalua-
tion of the relative contribution of self vs. external supply.
This information is critical to capture the demographic
impacts of larval connectivity and support connectivity-
based management interventions.
Other factors, not included in the model, have the

potential to influence coral recovery. First, under insuffi-
cient herbivore grazing, macroalgae can bloom after
widespread coral mortality and inhibit coral recovery
(McManus and Polsenberg 2004, Mumby and Steneck
2008). Yet, on the GBR, herbivorous fish are a negligible
catch (Smith et al. 2007, Bradford et al. 2019) and their
importance in preventing coral-macroalgal phase shift is
difficult to quantify (Cheal et al. 2010). Second, acute
disturbances have lagged effects on surviving coral colo-
nies that can hinder subsequent coral recovery. Prior
bleaching stress can reduce coral fecundity (Ward et al.
2002) over multiple succeeding years (Levitan et al.
2014, Johnston et al. 2020). A similar effect on coral
fecundity has been reported for multiple coral taxa after
Cyclone Nathan in the Northern GBR (Baird et al.
2018b). However, because thermal stress mostly occurred
toward the end of the hindcast, including the sublethal
effects of acute stress would most likely have limited
impact on the reconstructed trajectories. Similarly, the
effects of ocean acidification were considered negligible
over such a short period of time in comparison to the
other stressors. Nevertheless, using the model for long-
term simulations would require integrating all these
effects on coral demographics for reliable projections of
coral cover under climate change.

Cumulative impacts on coral loss and recovery

Expressing stress-induced coral mortality as propor-
tional loss was key to assessing the spatial distribution of
the individual and combined impacts of acute distur-
bances. This yielded vulnerability maps that reflect the
frequency and intensity of recent disturbances contextual-
ized within the coral community composition predicted
by the model, while being independent of the levels of
coral cover at the time of disturbances. The spatial

predictions of standardized coral growth and stress-
induced coral mortality allowed computation of the equi-
librium state for >3,800 reefs. Equilibrium states can be
viewed as long-term averages around which coral cover
fluctuates in a given reef environment. They integrate the
combined effects of chronic (water quality) and acute
stress (bleaching, cyclones, and CoTS), and their use here
is to reveal spatial variability in the resilience of the eco-
system (Fig. 10C). Yet, since coral reefs are non-
equilibrial systems that frequently experience acute
impacts (Done 1992, Connell 1997), the transient state of
reefs can be far higher or lower than their long-term equi-
librium. With this in mind, the notion of equilibrium state
differs from the concept of carrying capacity (the intrinsic
limit of a population) as a reef can exhibit episodically
higher levels of coral cover until stress-induced mortality
brings the reef closer to its equilibrial cover value.
Although equilibria were created by running the

model for 100 yr, they do not constitute projections for
future reef health; they merely set regional expectations
for the relative state of the system based on recent stress
intensities and frequencies. Like for any resilience metric,
transient stress regimes clearly challenge these expecta-
tions (i.e., intensifying heat stress), and projecting equi-
librium states would require integrating specific forecast
scenarios of disturbances into their calculation. Never-
theless, equilibria are useful for detecting shifting base-
lines through time: departures from the current
estimates would indicate that reef resilience is eroding or,
hopefully, improving. Because it integrates the stress and
recovery environment that fluctuates over time, the equi-
librium state is a more accurate indication of a reef’s
baseline than a snapshot survey of coral condition.
As an important note, the present metric of reef resil-

ience does not account for competitive interactions (e.g.,
with macroalgae or soft corals) that will favor emergence
of multiple equilibrium states (McManus and Polsen-
berg 2004, Mumby et al. 2007). Because coral dynamics
under efficient grazing exhibit a single equilibrium state,
equilibrial covers cannot reflect the vulnerability of reefs
to coral-algal phase shifts, a growing concern in regions
subject to overfishing. Earlier implementations of the
model in the Caribbean (Mumby et al. 2007, 2014,
Bozec and Mumby 2015, Bozec et al. 2016) show that
reliable data on herbivore grazing allows calculation of a
probability of coral-algal phase shifts for multiple envi-
ronmental forcing and disturbance regimes. Future
model versions will spatially integrate grazing and
macroalgal productivity to assess this operational metric
of ecological resilience (sensu Holling 1996: the ability to
move toward alternate community types) and define eco-
logical thresholds of coral persistence (Mumby et al.
2007, Bozec et al. 2016) across the GBR.

Mechanistic approach to cumulative effects assessment

Cumulative impacts on coral reefs have been tradition-
ally assessed through the analysis of monitored coral
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cover changes attributed to specific stressors. Yet, disen-
tangling the individual effects of multiple drivers requires
extensive monitoring data due to inherent difficulties in
attributing causality to observed coral changes (Fabricius
and De’ath 2004). Moreover, impacts that manifest as a
slowing down of coral growth are easily overlooked by
monitoring. While these can be evidenced at the scale of
individual colonies in controlled environments, experi-
mental designs can only manipulate a small number of
stressors and have a limited ability to infer responses at
the community level (Hodgson and Halpern 2019). Here,
the core mechanisms underlying coral demography were
simulated at the scale of coral colonies to quantify
stressor impacts on specific biological processes and
developmental life stages. This enabled the emergence of
complex interactions and feedbacks that compound the
cumulative effects of multiple drivers and determine the
dynamics of coral cover. While incomplete knowledge on
key demographic parameters has inhibited individual-
based approaches for cumulative impacts assessments on
coral reefs, we address this issue by providing a suite of
empirical relationships between common stressors and
coral demographics to promote a mechanistic evaluation
of reef health. Moreover, the model can be applied to
other regional settings, provided that the intensity of the
integrated stressors (SSC, DHW, storm severity, CoTS
density) is provisioned in time and space. Demographic
parameters and responses to stressors can be refined with
local empirical data or revisited according to the reef hab-
itat represented (e.g., deeper reefs).
Cumulative impact assessments are often conducted

by mapping overlapping stressors and combining them
into cumulative threat or vulnerability indices (e.g., Hal-
pern et al. 2015, Tulloch et al. 2015). While this gener-
ally assumes additivity of stressor effects, multiple
stressors that affect different demographic processes can
be difficult to combine and sometimes result in complex
responses (e.g., antagonistic or synergistic). Here, we
show that mechanistic simulations integrating key demo-
graphic processes and spatial information on stress
exposure can address this complexity by evaluating the
dynamics of biological responses across multiple spatial
scales. They can be used to assess the relative importance
of individual stressors and to provide insights on their
interactions with other drivers. As a simulation tool,
mechanistic models extend the scope of cumulative
effects assessments by enabling the reconstruction of
past population trends, projecting future changes for
scenario analysis while allowing controlled manipula-
tions of stressors on a scale infeasible in experiments.
Credible spatial mechanistic models have large data

requirements in terms of spatial information but also for
the parameterization of biological processes. Note that
this does not imply perfect mechanistic knowledge overall;
what holds is that given our current knowledge on how
demographic mechanisms operate individually, we can
aim to understand how they interact in driving biological
populations virtually. Testing these predictions empirically

will be difficult at any scale, yet the grounding in underly-
ing mechanisms combined with the successful validation
of model behavior provides a basis for making future pre-
dictions outside of the input model parameter space. With
the accelerating pace of environmental changes, this is crit-
ical for producing credible predictions under novel driver
conditions (Gustafson et al. 2013).

Implications for reef monitoring and resilience-based
management

Managing for coral resilience requires evaluating the
current state of reefs, their exposure to disturbances and
their ability to recover from those pressures. Our simula-
tions predict the current state of >3,800 reefs on the GBR
based on mechanistic expectations and spatiotemporal
data on drivers. They provide an assessment in space and
time of the stress regime of each reef covering both
chronic environmental forcing (water quality and larval
connectivity) and acute mortality events. This portfolio of
reef vulnerability across the GBR can be combined with
present-day spatial predictions of coral cover (Fig. 11A),
community composition and demographic structure, and
potential for coral recovery (incorporating exposure to
CoTS and loose coral rubble) to complement reef moni-
toring. This is especially important considering that exist-
ing monitoring only represents ~40% only of the
environmental regimes of the GBR (Mellin et al. 2020).
While the present model informs about recent trends and
status of unmonitored reef areas (~96% of the 3,806 reefs
between 2008 and 2020), it can also help designing more
representative and efficient coral and CoTS surveillance
programs in support of reef management.
Of particular significance for an improved management

of the GBR is the equilibrial cover as a metric of reef
resilience. In principle, this measure provides a null model
of geographic trends in reef state that represents the cur-
rent stress and recovery environment. While recognizing
the limits of predicting coral cover for non-equilibrial sys-
tems, equilibrium states set expectations of future changes
in the short term: a coral cover value higher than the
reef’s equilibrium state indicates that the reef is perform-
ing better than expected, a performance that is unlikely to
persist. Inversely, a reef that is largely under-performing
relative to its equilibrium state is expected to recover
higher than the equilibrial value. Comparing the current
and potential performance of reefs (Fig. 11B) may help
identify those most likely to respond to interventions and
sustain improvements over the longer term. Note that a
difference between observed and predicted coral states, as
well as their respective distance to the expected equilib-
rium, may not only be due to inaccuracies in the predicted
forcing or habitat type, but also to a local driver not
included in the modeled dynamics. To this view, the
model provides a means to detect reef “outliers” that devi-
ate from the set expectations, which has the potential to
promote model development but also to inform reef man-
agement (Cinner et al. 2016).
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Finally, ReefMod-GBR offers a simulation tool to
evaluate management scenarios and develop a struc-
tured decision-making process (Gregory et al. 2012).
The model is already being used to explore spatial strate-
gies and benefits of coral restoration, CoTS culling and
control of anchor damage on the GBR under climate
warming scenarios (Bozec and Mumby 2019, Mason
et al. 2020, Fletcher et al. 2021). Benefits of manage-
ment interventions can be measured in time and space
using an array of model variables (e.g., coral cover, mor-
tality and recovery rates, CoTS density). The equilibrial
cover of a reef, as an operational metric capturing
changes in cumulative impacts in response to a given
intervention, offers new perspectives for evaluating the
potential benefits of management scenarios and conduct
spatial prioritization analyses. Equilibrial cover pertains
to the associated regime of disturbance, so that a relaxa-
tion of acute (e.g., CoTS control) and chronic stress
(e.g., water-quality improvement) would lead to a differ-
ent equilibrium. Expanding the model with projections
of carbon emissions will provide opportunities for
exploring management strategies under climate change,
and for prioritizing tactical interventions with the
greatest benefits to the resilience of the GBR.
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Additional supporting information may be found online at: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ecm.1494/full

OPEN RESEARCH

Computer code for model simulations (Bozec et al. 2021a) is available on Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5146037.
Code for analyses and data (Bozec et al. 2021b) are available on Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5146061
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